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ABSTRACT
In this study a group of graduate students in

counseling courses were randomly placed in an experimental group and
were trained to be open-minded in their attitudes. They were compared
with a randomly selected control group who received no training.
During e 10-week period, subjects in the experimental group completed
8 written exercises, and corresponded by mail with the experimenter
recording them. At the end of the experimental period, all subjects
were evaluated by written attitude tests and by measures of their
performance with a coached client in a 45-minute counseling session.
Results showed that the trained subjects were significantly higher on
the 3 performance measures. No differences were found on the written
attitude measures. The levels attained by those briefly trained
subjects were comparable to or higher than levels attained by
advanced graduate students and counselors in the field. Implications
are that the brief training (which was an indirect form of
counseling) was effective. (Author)
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If it !,,e possible that counselors can achieve results with

al Lents after working with them for a limited number of nessions,

how is this accomplished? Does a relationship of trust and °pew,

ne:is between counselor and client preclude the establishment and

rAtainment of the goals of a client? What era the personal

dynamios of :iounselors which enables them t.1 establish an effective

relationship? Can counselors be taught to establish relationships

in 3nit5.1 assaieno With most of the clients they see?

The research tone in Hart (1970) was hosed on the followirkg

asp =liptionq

1. Counselors need to establish good relationships with
clients if desirable outcomes are to be achieved.

2. Counselors can ostablish °Motive relationships In
initial counseling sessions with clients.

3. Such effeotive relationships are composed of several
factors among which are the attitudes of the counselor
and what behaviors a counselor exhibits based on hie
attitudes,

4. Attitudes of the counsolor toward his clients can be
learned.

The :attitude examiued in this study was open-mindedness.

Openuindedness has boon used synonomously with dogmatism as

described by Rokeaoh (1960). However, it 80(n3 to serve a more

heuristic purpose to think of open-mindedness ae a general concept

covering several sub - factors including, dogmatism. This con-

ceptualization might help to broaden the ideologioal base from the

epecifio content of attitudes to a more encompassing and perhaps

useful reliance upon how a person generally relates to people and

to ideae of all sorts. In other words, the focus is not on whit

a white person 1,01,eves the oharloterletlos of Negroes to be but
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what the attitudes of any person are rep.arding people whom he Eir

as different from UM°

Several facets of opcn-mindedness could be postulated, but

only a few such as intolerance of ambiguity (Budner, 1960, 1962),

I;Oraberg, 1969), and intellectualism (Yuker and Blook, 1965 and

'31ook and Yuicer, 1966) have been measured. The open-minded

counselor is tolerant and accepting of the attitudes and values

of -)lients even though they differ from his own. Open-minded

Mors eanoioer oe:,3.1..ble `,;11c client:6a

1)1-o'Amm c-st juot the alte:,nativen which the coansolore might

Further-or.) the openminde,i ccurraelor is tololant of ambigut.,i;

res)onses of his oliente.

A question which quickly arises in whether these 4-;omponente

of tdpermindedness or any personal qualities are related to counseling

effectiveness. liezzano (1969) examined the relationship between

dogmatism as measured by the itokeaoh Dogmatiom Scale and counselor

effectiveness meanured by r-itings done by a praotiocim supervr.sor.

The results showed that students who were low in dogmatiem were

rated significantly higher in all three cate3orien or understanding,

cooi;ruence, and acceptance than those s'.;uclonts who were higher in

dogmatism.

iie;antel (1967) oompared ratings of praoticum supervisors

with scores en DadnerfeStole of TolerauceIntoleranee of Ambiguity

and Lneok and Yukerls Intellecturilinra-Pragrntlem Seale. Results

indicated that there wan a significant positive oorrolation between

high supervieor and both high tolerance of ambiguity

(P .01) and high intelleoturalem (P <005).
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neliability of tie Scale of Tolerance-Intolerance of

Ambiguity as measured by Cronbach's alpha formula was +.49 with

a testretest reliability correlation of +.85. The Intellectualism-

Pragmatism Scale has yielded a correlation coefficient of +.84

accordInts to the Spearman-Brown formula and a correlation of +.84

according to a test-retest assessment.

Since a general cancupt termed open-mindedness can thus be

ideotfied which seems to be related to counseling effectiveness,

howean this quality be fostered among students in a counselor

training program?

Since the general attitude of open-mindedness is correlated

with effectiveness in oounseling, how can this attitude be taught?

Many tecl-.niques of communication such as lectures, written materials

group discussions, and audiitapes have been evaluated in terms of

knowledge subjecte acquire and retain, attitude cnanges subjects

report, and occasionally observed behavior changes. Since the

focus of this study was on students in beginning counseling courses,

a method of training was used which was somewhat familiar to them.

Specifically, a series of eight written exercises wan developed

instead of using tecnniques such as videotapes or sensitivity

groups which wou1.7 be unfamiliar to most of the subjects.

Eaoh eaeroise oonlitsted of a one page vignette of a counseling

session and an average of six questions about the vignettes

to be answered by the person completing the exercise. The

vignettes depiot typical situations such as academic uneer-

aohieveuonts oareer planning, and peer relationships. Of the
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three blocks of questions which follow eaoh vignette or story,

the first bloc* of throe questions is to be road but not answered

in writing. The second block asks the reader to answer in writing

what he could say to the client in the vignette as if the reader

wore the counselor in the vignette. The third blook of three

questions asks the reader to describe in writing whai, his own

life experienoes have been which are oimilar to that t/ced by the

uounselor in the vignette. TIv3 ontlx'0# oxerciries arc found sn

girt (19700

P cacarlimas

The subjects were master's degree students enrolled in he.

ginning oounseling courses during winter term, 1970, at Michit;an

State University. This sample of sixty people was randomly assigned

to either an experimental or oontrol group. rAh groups WV,P

given three attitude tests (Dogmatism 'Scale, Intelleotualism-

Pragmatism Scale and Scale of Tolerance-Intolerance of Ambiguity)

before and after a ton week experimental period. During the tan

week period, the experimental group completed the eight written

exercises, eaoh of whioh required them to road the vignette about

a °annealing sZtaation and write answers to the questions following

the vignette.

An interesting feature of the study was that the contaot

between the subjeots and the experimenter was by mail. A similar

technique was used suooessfully by Gilbert and Ewing (1965) in

order to counsel students who were freshmen entering the

University of Illinois. These authors found that students who
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read and answered questions about their tests scores and vocational

alternatives whioh they received by mail were as knowledgeable

and understanding about the material as those stu3onts who were

counseled face-to-face by a counselor at the university oounseling

oenter,

Trilinkra

Earl% VeOli membora of the experimental group individually

conpleted one written exorcise and mailed the answers to the

experimenter who read the answers, commented on them with eug-

gentions for improvement and returned his written oomments by

mail to the participants, The exercises and the experimenterte

comments were structured to obtain maximum cognitive change in the

direction of increased open- mindedness, W. J, McGuire (1966)

has described what seems to be the meet effective means of

acoompliehing cognitive oh-Inge by summarizing the principles of

Abelson (1959), Zajono (1966, 1968), Rosenberg (1960)0

More specifically the exercises were intended to present the

students with a variety of stimulating situations in whioh open-

mindednese by the counselor would be desirable, 3y acquainting

the subjects with realintio onunseling nituatioms, having them

commit themselves in writing and reinforcing them for their open-

mindedness, it wag hypothesized that they would beoome more open-

Linded in terms of eerformanoe on pencil and pacer tests (lower

dogmatism, higher tolerance of ambiguity, and higher intellectualism)

and in terms of their performance in a oounneling session with
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a coached client, ileanwhile, the oontrol group had no oontaot

with the experimenter,

At the end of the ten week experimental period, all subjects

in the experimental and control groups couneeled a ooaohed client

in an observation room with a one-way mirror ard were rated aocording

to the Counselor Response Scale whioh was developed by the ex-

perimentet especially for this study* This instrument consists

of six five point Likert-type rating scales used by a tean of two

in(!ependent ratoru to measure the degree of open- mindedness of the

subjeotJa verbal etatoments These eoales were drived from the

three attitude measures use before and after the experimental

treatment as measures of attitude (Mange* In essenoe, this

instrument represents an attempt to operationelize some of the

conoepts of the penoll and paper attitude measure into more overt

an6 perhaps more interpretable behavior,

Following eaoh verbal scale were four non-verbal acaIes which

were used to aseees the degree of open - mindedness as inferred

from non - verbal gestures. These scales were derived from the

research done by Ekman (1964, 1965), Ekman and Friesen (1967)

Oanzhorn (1961), Mehrabian (1968), and Soheflen (1964),

In addition, audio -tapes of the soosions with the ooaohed

clients were rated aecording to the Empathy Seale developed by

Truax (196?) and the Counselor Verbal Response Seale developed by

Kaean and Krathwohl (190). The Empathy Seale measured the level

of empathic understanding of the sub3eotse rosponee to the olient

during the beginning, middle, and end of the oounseling session,

The Counselor Vorbal Response Solle :neured four oltegorioe

7
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of counselor resoonsa (affective or cognitIve, ut,drstodllIg

or non-understanding, specifio or non-specifio, exploratory or

non-exploratory) by examining each of twenty consecutive counselor-

client terbal units (client :statement- counselor response),

Therefore, a total of three performance measures were used

to see if differences between the experimental and control group

could bo detected according to verbal and non-verbal behaviors

thought to be indicative of open-mindedness.

aotheses

The six statistical hypotheses that were formulated stated

that differences would be found between the experimental and

control groups as measured by the three attitude tests and the

three performance teats, The snores of the experimental and

control groups on those six tests were analyzed by analysis of

variance, and differences were accepted at the .05 level of

Edgnifieanceo

Fkndinits

The three hypotheses which predicted differences between the

experimental and control groups regarding open-mindedness as

measured by the Dogmatism Scale, Intellectualism-Pragmatism Scale,

and Scale of Tolerance-Intolerance of Ambiguity were not supported*

The three hypotheses which predicted differences regarding

observed behaviors related to open-mindedness as measured by the

Counselor Response Scale, Empathy Seale, and Counselor Verbal

Response Scale, were supported,

8
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The C:)unsoior ,;(1:'rc4'tt1d 1th

3z:':tle and .21 with the Counselor Verbal Eespoose Icale. In other

words if a person scored favorably in the honed for direction on

the Counselor Eesnonse 3oale, he is likely to score f?vorably

on the empathy Scale and the Coansrlor Verbal Eesnonse Scale,

Tie size of the correlation indiontis that there is some re-

lationship but not a strong one bet,7.-?n the newly developed

4esnuuso: 3cale 1:7-thy

C:unselor Verbal BesPonse 3cale, Itr.s coald !;,t-ran that the tet;ts

ineure sJmilar but not idenhic'.il ch.lrnoterlotlos.

An an.aysis of Inriance done on the nix teams of ratnrs using

the Counselor l'esronse Scale showed no significant difference

among them, Therefore, the significant difference between the

experimental and control croups was not due to random error on

the part of the raters using the scale.

i)lscussion

An important point is that changes in open-mindedness were

not detected by attitude tests but were detected by performance

tests. It is possible that the attitude testa were either insensiti:

to ohange, or were able to be "slanted" by the suhjects. A curious

possibility is thnt subjectn may have lerned behaviors Indicative

of open-mindedness and used them with the conohed client without

having made a prior ohange in attitude.

The partial suocess of thin experil.ent may be due to the

naonymous n,ture of corresponding with the experimenter entirely

9
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;111. The lack of a face-to-fncr, Temtlr orof,tr

an.: the lenEth of time for Introspection compared to more traditional

methods of supervising and teaohing counselors may be critical

factors In working with beginning gradunto students in counseling.

The use ^f written exercises rind the lac of a face-to-face

meeting between counseling supervisor and student cannot be

universally recommended until it has been determi ed which students

respond best to sch an approach. If scne students need the

structure of written exercises, or fear the direct contact with

a supervisor, then the yllue o" the exercises and indirect contact

for these students is clear.

The specific content of the exercises is adaptable to various

snenillitins in counseling, such as elementary school counseling,

and also to vnrious problems and issues by using different vignettes.

The use of these exorcises by pructicum supervisors or instructors

in counseling courses could bo valuable in developing both the

attitudes and behavioro related to open-mindedness.

Although many alternate reasons can be suggested to account

for the part5a1 success of this study, the fact remains that the

experimental group who completed the written exercises did better

in the session with the coaohed olient thJO the control group

who did not complete the written exercises. On this basis,

further use of these exercises for experimental purposes can be

justified.

Other evaluation techniques may be tried, time spent on each

exorcise could be controlled, and the personality characteristics

10
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of the subjects could bC Ropefully, these evalwAion

techniques will help to develop exercises which can be added to

the repertoire of teaching devices used by counselor-eduoatore

throughout the country,

In the area of short-term counseling, there are indications

that a single counseling session or a limited number of sessions

can produce successful outcomes. If the counselor - client relation-

ship contributes to this success, a good relationship should be

established quickly. The research study described in this paper

gives support to the hypothesis that effective relatiwIships

in terms of counselor attitudes and consequent behaviors, can be

learned by prospective counselors,
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